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Abstract

Wireless signals have strong fading and interference effects, therefore they  are unstable and 

unreliable compared with wired signals. The bit error rate (BER) grows when the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) gets low. Various channel coding technologies in physical layer were 

designed to reduce BER under the same SNR. In IEEE 802 families, the packet error rate 

(PER) of MAC layer is decided by BER and packet length. That means PER will be fixed if 

BER and packet length are both decided. Larger packet length brings better performance in 

high speed networks. However, the PER grows with the increasing of packet length. To 

against PER to be high, IEEE standards specified the max packet lengths of various 

network technologies. This restricts the raising of packet length.

In this thesis, we proposed a flexible coding scheme for delivery rate enhancement (CDRE) 

based on network coding, which brings a lower PER than before with the same BER. This 

scheme can be used to improve the delivery  rate and throughput under a poor link quality, 

and applied to both traffic type of realtime and best-effort. Of course, it needs some 

additional memory and computations in return. Through the simulation, we will show that 

this scheme can reduce the SNR requirement of about 2.4dB for transmitting without any 

channel coding in physical layer, or 1.8dB in case of convolutional coding.

Index Terms — wireless, delivery rate, network coding, linear combination
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1. Introduction

Radio provides a convenient way  for the long distance and mobile communications. Many 

wireless communication technologies were used among our life, such as remote controller, 

cellular phone, GPS and satellite TV. People enjoy these technologies for a long time. 

Besides, scientists also keep on developing new technologies of longer range and more 

capacity communications.

The radio was initially used on transmitting analog messages. People found the analog 

signal through radio has strong effects of fading and interference. The Analog messages 

were often distorted after transmission. Thus they tried to use digitalization to lighten the 

signal attenuation. Besides, digital signals can be restore and regenerate at the intermediate 

nodes. As the digital signals were used, people want to improve link quality further. Then 

the channel code was invented.

1.1. Channel Code

When the radio is traveling over a long distance, it  can be affect  by many  factors such as 

wind, buildings, cars and magnetic field. The signal may fade or distort during the 

traveling. The engineers often use forward error correction (FEC) to detect and correct 

errors in communications. We can say that FEC is used to provide a not bad BER for poor 

SNR. FEC contains two main categories, block code and convolutional code. The general 

procedure of FEC is to insert  some redundant bits into the transmitted messages. These bits 

are calculated by a predetermined algorithm using the original messages. This allows the 

receiver to detect error and correct without retransmissions (within the limitation itself).

In general, more redundancy achieves higher reliability, and lower proportion of bandwidth 

for utilization. Different coding technologies have different characteristics and can be 

applied to distinct applications.

Chapter
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People use channel code in communication to get a low BER. Although BER is small, but 

not zero. Bit error always occurs when transmitting a great amount of data. To avoid the 

whole data from damage, people split the transmitting data into small packets. Each packet 

carries a little data, only one packet of data will loss when bit error occurs. The sender may 

re-transmit  single packet only if it loss. How long of a packet is reasonable? The statistics 

of packet length at the network layer on Ethernet showed that the length of 1500 bytes was 

best. Nevertheless, some people oppugned that the length limitation of 1500 bytes was not 

suitable for high speed modern network. Video and audio data are extensively  used. The 

behavior pattern of network today is very  different from the past. They are trying to raise 

the packet length for a better network performance.

1.2. Packet Length

When our data are being delivered over network. They are actually splited in many small 

packets at the network layer. Then the routers store and forward these packets one by  one. 

The packet length we use today is called the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), which is 

defined fixed by standard or decided at connect time (like pppoe). As we know, the Ethernet 

MTU is 1500 bytes, and that in 802.11 standard is 2272 bytes. The original MTU was 

designed as above because of high error rate and low speed communication in the past, but 

it is not so suitable for the high speed link (1Gbps or higher) today.

A higher MTU brings higher bandwidth efficiency. The Jumbo frames were proposed and 

used in Ethernet, they can carry up  to 9000 bytes of payload. Jumbo frames spend less 

proportional of header overhead relative to the standard MTU 1500, and provide more 

payloads in a Round Trip  Time (RTT). Thus Jumbo frames actually have better 

performance in high speed link.

As the packet size increases, PER grows too. Therefore we can say that, the MTU in 

wireless communication cannot be enlarged because of the high error rate of the medium. 

What about if we can reduce further the PER under the same link quality? Can we choose a 

2



larger MTU for higher performance communications? We’ll discuss that in the next 

sections.

1.3. Network Coding

Network coding is a wonderful invention in communication area. It can improve network 

efficiency and reliability. It  transfers the evidence of information instead of information 

itself. The core notion of network coding is contrary to our intuition, but really useful.

Rudolf Ahlswede, Ning Cai, Shuo-Yen Robert Li and Raymond W. Yeung are the pioneers 

in this area [1, 2]. They  thought about this idea 7 years ago, and they knew that a receiver 

will deduce the original information when enough evidence were collected. The receiver 

doesn’t need to know all evidence in the network, and different pieces of evidence can 

replace each other. However, the most important of all is, the original information must be 

correctly restored by those collected evidence pieces.

Claude E. Shannon proved that each channel has its capacity  (Shannon–Hartley  theorem). 

A channel can provide reliability when the traffic in this channel is less than its capacity. 

For example, data transmission in a channel is like cars on a road. Cars from one side of 

road can safely outgo another side if the traffic is less than the capacity  of road. Thus a 

channel provides limited traffic. However data are not cars, they can be combined in some 

way.

Fig.1-1 is the famous butterfly network. This easy example tells the superiority of network 

coding. A, B are data bit sent  by node 0. Node 5 and node 6 are two sinks, which need to 

receive both A and B. The capacity of all edges are the same, which can deliver 1 bit in a 

time unit. From Fig.1-1(a), we know the edge between node 3 and node 4 is a bottleneck, 

because only  this edge need to transfer 2 bits. In Fig.1-1(b), Network coding mixes A and B 

at node 3. Thus the data transmission between node 3 and node 4 is reduce from 2 bits (A 

and B) to 1 bit (A+B). Node 5 and node 6 can deduce the original information by the 

3



combination bit and the other bit they received. The link capacities are the same, but the 

traffic limitation is enlarged by network coding.

Figure 1-1. Butterfly network 

By such a notion, network coding replaces routers by encoders on the intermediate nodes. 

Relay nodes mix the received data and forward to the next. Finally, the destination deduces 

the original information by  these mixed evidence. The computations network coding needs 

are only addition and multiplication. Thus, network coding provides larger traffic under 

fixed link capacity. Lots of evidence assures higher reliability, and only simple 

computations as requirement.

1.4. Motivation and Objective

As we described ahead, The wireless signals does highly fade and be easily distorted. 

People used various channel codes to provide low BERs in physical layer. Besides, they 

tried to use a large MTU in network layer for better performance. However the PER 

increases if the packet length grows. If we can keep the PER low with large MTU, the 

network performance will be improved more and more in modern high speed link.
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Our target is to design a new coding scheme. This scheme provides a low PER and 

preliminarily decides the correctness of data. In addition, it must can be applied to various 

traffic type, simultaneously low computations are required.

1.5. Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, we review the researches about 

network coding and some correlative applications. Then we will show CDRE in chapter 3. 

We also explain why and how this scheme can reduce PER in the same chapter. Then we 

run some simulations to confirm CDRE in chapter 4. Finally, we discuss the scope of 

application of CDRE in chapter 5.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Network Coding

There are two common topics of network coding — XOR and linear combination. The 

XOR operation is usually used on physical layer, because of its properties of easiness, 

simple and high speed operation. It  can be implement as hardware circuit. Contrarily, the 

linear combination is most used on application layer, which is a little more complex and 

needs more computations.

2.1.1. XOR Operation

The XOR of network coding was first described in [1]. To explain briefly by a simple 

equation: A!(A!B)=B. When I owned data A, I will get data B if I receive data (A!B). 

This simple characteristic let different nodes to get different  data from the same broadcast 

message, if they had different data before. Several transmissions would be done by  one 

broadcast. According to this, many researches about XOR were made [6-8]. In 2006, S. 

Katti, H. Rahul, W. Hu, D. Katabi, M. Médard, and J. Crowcroft successfully  implemented 

the practical wireless network coding [5]. They proposed COPE to realize the XOR 

operation of network coding, and run it on the 802.11 roofnet. The routers in COPE mix 

packets based on four topologies. The COPE really gave us an impressive performance 

improvement.

Fig.2-1 shows the scenario of data exchange. Data x is sent from node A to node B via node 

R, y is sent  from B to A via R. In traditional routing as Fig.2-1(a), A will send x to R, then R 

forward it to B. Similarly, B send y to R, then R forward it  to A. This exchange will take 4 

transmissions.

Chapter
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Figure 2-1. Application of XOR

In network coding as Fig.2-1(b), both A and B will send data to R first, then R mix the data 

x and y into (x!y). Node R consequentially broadcast (x!y). When A receive (x!y), it will 

get  y easily if it takes XOR operation again on the x and (x!y). Similarly, B can get x from 

y and (x!y). Such that, two transmissions are complete in a broadcast. The exchange in 

network coding takes only 3 transmissions. This easy  example shows that network coding 

can reduce the number of transmissions in the same situation.

2.1.2. Linear Combination Operation

The Linear combination of network coding was usually used on large data file. The most 

common applications is P2P sharing [9, 10]. A source node creates a lot of linear 

combinations and sends to different destinations. The destinations share all linear 

combinations each other. The advantage of linear combination is that destinations collect 

data in high speed. The source creates an unique linear combination for each destination, 

such that each destination can poll data from all nodes. In other word, all nodes will 

become source, any pieces of linear combination is useful. In traditional way, destinations 

can only poll data from nodes who has the different data blocks. The collecting speed falls 

down as the percentage of collection increasing. Because the nodes who have the remainder 

data blocks are fewer and fewer. Linear combination has a main problem: the collector 

cannot know any info of the data before completion. Thus it doesn’t support  preview before 

the whole data are completely restored.

y

R

A B

x y

x!y

R

A B

x

y

x

(a)  Traditional (b) Network Coding
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Figure 2-2. Application of linear combination

Fig.2-2 show a scenario of P2P sharing. Host A is the source, the others are destinations. In 

traditional P2P, host A splits the sharing data and randomly sends a piece of data to a 

destination. Assume the host B~E have received a piece from A, as shown in Fig.2-2(a). 

Host B has x now, so it can only get new data from the hosts who have y. The target host set 

of B is {A, C, E}. Host D owns x as B does. B cannot get new data from D, so D is an 

useless host for B.

In case of network coding, host A sends a linear combination to each destination. Each 

destination has received an unique data from A, as drew in Fig.2-2(b). Let’s take a look on 

host B, B has a data piece (x+y), no other hosts have the same data as B. B can get new data 

from all other hosts, and it will restore the mixed data to the original if it collects enough 
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data pieces. The source host set of B is {A, C, D, E}. P2P with network coding allows the 

peers to get new data from more sources than the traditional one. It can certainly improve 

the sharing efficiency.

2.2. Delivery Rate

The researches about delivery rate were almost focus on physical layer. Only a few people 

develop  delivery rate on MAC layer. Chi-hsien Lin, Hui Dong, Upamanyu Madhow and 

Allen Gersho proposed an interesting method in 2004 [11]. Their research was to combine 

two little data fragment, then sent redundancy for a higher delivery rate. The data loss 

occurs only if two continuous packets were both loss. This easily modification makes the 

loss rate from p to p2. Besides, the intermediate nodes could regenerate the loss packet by 

its previous and next packets. These two graceful schemes keep the loss rate much lower 

than the original. However, the combination of fragments in their research can only apply 

on small data fragments (real-time voice). The overhead will be twice if it is applied to the 

general size packets.

Szymon Chachulski, Michael Jennings, Sachin Katti and Dina Katabi proposed MORE in 

2007 [13]. MORE is an improved version of multi-path routing protocol based on ExOR 

[12]. It transmits a lot of packets in a batch. The packets in the same batch will be encoded 

by linear combination. These coded packets were sent to destination via different paths. The 

relay nodes will forward the packets they received correctly. By the characteristic of linear 

combination, MORE decreases the number of retransmission of ExOR. The delivery rates 

of a packet in MORE and ExOR are the same, but MORE improves the delivery  ratio of a 

batch of packets indeed.

The MORE encodes a batch of packets. The data can only be decoded when the whole 

batch was received. Thus MORE cannot support real-time traffic. Besides, the MORE 

improves the delivery ratio of a batch, which may over several hops. We want to designed a 

method which improves the delivery rate in single hop for all traffic types.

9



3. CDRE

We adopt the notion of network coding, but not to mix the data from different sources. We 

mixed the data of the same frame. According to the characteristic of linear combination, we 

can solve a number of unknown variables by the same number of linear independent 

equations [3]. Thus we design a scheme based on linear combination, which can reassemble 

correct pieces to the original message. Describing more exactly, the sender sends 

redundancy sectors of the same frame to prevent frame broken from a few error bits during 

transmission. When the frame is received, the receiver may restore the original message if 

the frame is lightly damaged.

This method can be implemented between the PHY layer and MAC layer. We insert a sub-

layer to handle the processing of network coding. This NC-layer converts the native frames 

into coded ones when sending, and reverts to the original frames when receiving. The detail 

is shown below.

3.1. Encoding

When a MAC frame is formed, the NC-layer divides the frame into n sectors of equivalent 

length. We can treat a sector as a very long positive integer. Each sector is multiplied by a 

random coefficient. Then we sum up all the products. The summation is called a linear 

combination (LC) of the frame. Repeat the same operation for (n+j) times. Here the n is the 

minimum number for restoring data, and j is the number of redundancy  used to improve 

delivery rate. In addition, we use a predefined coefficient matrix, which is mainly generated 

by random number. This matrix must satisfy the following three conditions.

i. The elements in the first row must be all 1s.

ii. Each coefficient in matrix is an integer of size 1 bytes.

iii. All rows must be linear independent.

Chapter
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The coefficient matrix has the size of n!(n+j). This matrix was agreed by both nodes when 

they were building connection. Then all packets on this connection use the same matrix for 

encoding. Different sender-receiver pairs may use different matrixes for security.

The encoding equation is shown as equation (1). A1~An are sectors of the original frame. 

LC1~LCn+j  are linear combinations to form a new coded frame.

 

C1,1 C1,2 C1,3 C1,n

C2,1 C2,2 C2,3 C2,n

C3,1 C3,2 C3,3 C3,n

Cn,1 Cn,2 Cn,3 Cn,n

Cn+1,1 Cn+1,2 Cn+1,3 Cn+1,n

Cn+j,1 Cn+j,2 Cn+j,3 Cn+j,n

A1

A2

A3

An

LC1

LC2

LC3

LCn

=!

LCn+j

LCn+1

Assume the length of a MAC frame is L bytes, then the length of each sector is  bytes. 

We control every coefficient to be an 1-byte integer. Then the product of a sector and 

coefficient has a length of  bytes. In addition, 1-byte is reserved for the add carry, 

therefore the length of an LC should be  bytes of maximum. Besides we append a 

CRC-16 to check the correctness of LC, then the max length of an LC-sector becomes 

 bytes. All LCs of the same frame are concatenated together to form a new coded 

frame. We also need to identify how this coded frame is formed, therefore a coded header is 

needed. We define a 4-bytes header to identify the frame. This header include three fields 

(L, n, j). Therefore, the length of a coded frame is actually  bytes. We spend 

 of overhead in payment for reducing PER. Besides, (n, j) is set to (1, 0) 

(1)
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in order to run as the original mode under good SNR. The whole encoding process in NC-

layer is shown in Fig.3-1.

Figure 3-1. Encoding process

3.2. Decoding

When a coded frame comes from physical layer. The NC-layer first checks the header for 

its organization. If the size of this frame can not fit to the information in header, then the 

header is possible to be broken. The frame must be discarded if its header is broken. As the 

frame had passed the first header check, we need to check the correctness of each LC part 

by its CRC following up. If the number of damaged LCs was larger than j, then this frame 

must be unusable. Otherwise, If the number of correct LCs was n or more, then we will be 

able to decode it by Gaussian elimination.

Suppose the set LCX contains only correct LCs, and the size of LCX is n. Of cause, LCX is a 

subset of all LCs transmitted by sender. We can trace the rows used in coefficient matrix by 

LCX. Assume the collection of these corresponding rows of coefficient matrix is MX. The 

encoding process can be denoted as LCX = MX!A, or detail as equation (2). We can easily 

multiply  both sides of this equation by MX 
-1, the inverse matrix of MX, then we will get the 

original message A. This decoding process can be denoted as MX 
-1!LCX =MX 

-1!MX !A =A, 

A

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ... An

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 LC5 ... LCn LCn+1 ... LCn+j

native frame from MAC layer

coded frame to PHY layer

h

split a frame into n sectors

generate (n+j) LCs
linear combination
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or detail as equation (3). Rows in predefined coefficient matrix are all linear independent, 

therefore MX always has an inverse matrix, the original message A can always be able to 

decode from LCX. The whole decoding process is shown in Fig.3-2.

A1

A2

A4

An

= !

LC1

LC2

LC4

LCn+j

C1,1 C1,2 C1,3 C1,n

C2,1 C2,2 C2,3 C2,n

C4,1 C4,2 C4,3 C4,n

Cn+j,1 Cn+j,2 Cn+j,3 Cn+j,n

A1

A2

A4

An

=!

LC1

LC2

LC4

LCn+j

C1,1 C1,2 C1,3 C1,n

C2,1 C2,2 C2,3 C2,n

C4,1 C4,2 C4,3 C4,n

Cn+j,1 Cn+j,2 Cn+j,3 Cn+j,n

-1

Figure 3-2. Decoding process

(2)

(3)

A

LC1 LC2 LC4 LC5 ... LCn+j

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 LC5 ... LCn LCn+1 ... LCn+j

native frame to MAC layer

coded frame received from PHY layer

h

Gaussian elimination

pick up any n healthy LCs, this set is LCx

damaged damaged
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Let’s take a look at the Gaussian elimination. The computational complexity of Gaussian 

elimination is O(n3), which is really big. We proposed another method to reduce the 

computational complexity. We use a cache to save the inverse matrixes of possible MX, and 

we call it Gaussian elimination cache (GE cache). Because all frames are encoded by the 

same coefficient matrix, we can reuse the MX 
-1 calculated by previous frames to decode 

new frames if they have the same correct  sectors. The coefficient matrix is fixed, then the 

inverse matrixes are fixed too. This will turn the decoding process of Gaussian elimination 

into a simple matrix multiplication. Thus the computational complexity  can be downgraded 

to O(n2).

3.3. Analysis

Why the method we proposed has a higher delivery rate than the standard in IEEE 802.x? 

We derive the delivery  rate equation for single packet in two schemes, these equations will 

show us clearly.

3.3.1. Comparison of Native and Network Coding PERs

First, let’s take a look at the native transmission. When a MAC frame is transmitted from 

sender to receiver, the frame gets broken if any bit error occurs. The MAC layer often use 

CRC to check the correctness of a packet. The CRC failure probability is no worse than 

 (k-bit CRC), which is very  small and can be negligible [4]. We assume the CRC 

check is always right. Therefore the error probability  of a native frame, Pnative, is shown as 

equation (4). Where BER is the bit error rate, L is the length of a native frame (in the unit of 

bytes).

Then take up  our method. We divide a frame into n sectors, so the sector error rate (SER) is 

defined as equation (5). There are (n+j) LCs in a coded frame. The frame can be restored if 

(4)
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the number of damaged LCs is less than j. However, it  cannot  be restored if the header is 

broke, even all LCs are correct. Considering the both cases and we will get the error rate of 

a coded frame as equation (6). Where h is the length of a coded header (h is 4 bytes here as 

we defined).

Let’s compare the PERnative and PER(n, j) by drawing out their curves together. Fig.3-3 

shows the theoretical value of PER to SNR. (The BER we used here was calculated by the 

function of berawgn in MATLAB®.) We can see that coding PERs will be always smaller 

than native one. The more redundant LCs were sent, the lower PER in return, and 

absolutely more overheads were paid. This payment is worthy for throughput improvement 

under poor link quality.

Figure 3-3. Comparison of native and network coding PERs with individual j
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of native and network coding PERs with individual n 
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Through Fig.3-6, we observe the delivery rate of PER(16,2) being better than the 

Native(R=4). This result is obvious. The value of Pnative is 0.8988 at the SNR=8, such that 

the failure probability is still 0.6526 after 4 sending attempts. However, with more 

redundancy, the PER(16,8) can easily  reduce the failure probability to 0.0098 at  SNR=8. 

The overhead of retransmission is 100% at each retry, but only about  in CDRE.

The retransmission mechanism is to improve delivery rate under the same PER. CDRE 

directly reduce the PER. With a well-designed (n, j) pair, we even don’t need any 

retransmission at MAC layer in CDRE.

Figure 3-6. The effect of retransmission.
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3.3.3. PER with Large MTU

Then we consider the case of jumbo frames. The size of jumbo frames is 9KB of maximum. 

The jumbo frames have higher PERs than that  of original MTU in the same environment. 

According to equation (4) and (6), we can also draw out the figure as Fig.3-5.

Figure 3-5. Comparison of the PERs of jumbo frames
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3.4. Transmission Example

We use a simple example to tell the superiority of our method in another point of view. We 

set the SNR to two states, as shown in Fig.3-7. The SNR changes sharply  when state is 

transitting, but gradually in the same state.

Fig.3-8(a) recorded the SNR history  in some place. We calculated the corresponding BER 

of each time slot, such as shown in Fig.3-8(b). According to the BER, we run a program to 

randomly decide the error bits on the time line. The result is shown in Fig.3-8(c). Each line 

in Fig.3-8(c) represents an error bit. This is the setting of environment so far.

Figure 3-7. SNR state transition diagram

Figure 3-8. Environment example
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Then let’s take a comparison of the native and CDRE transmissions. Suppose we have a 

sequence of packets to be sent, as shown in Fig.3-9(a). We chose (n, j)=(21, 3) for the 

CDRE1, (18, 6) for CDRE2. The overhead of CDRE1 is about 1/7 of packet length to the 

native, and 1/3 in CDRE2. (The packet  size is actually  not so long in the schematic diagram, 

but the same principle.)

The native packets will be broken if any bit error occurs, but the coded packets have a 

tolerance of three broken LCs. Then the result of transmissions is shown as Fig.3-9(b). 

White cells are successful transmissions, and gray  ones are failure. In this example, the 

native scheme has 9 successful transmissions. Such as 11 in CDRE1, 12 in CDRE2.  It 

shows that CDRE achieves high delivery  rate indeed. The comparison of delivery ratio and 

overhead in this example is shown in Table 3-1.

Figure 3-9. Comparison of transmissions

Table 3-1. Comparison of traditional and CDRE

Scheme Total TX Successful TX Delivery Ratio

Native 24 9 37.5%

CDRE1 21 11 52.4%

CDRE2 18 12 66.7%
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3.5. Discussion

The increment of n will reduce SER, but simultaneously bring a little more CRC overhead. 

The increment of j will improve delivery rate, but bring more redundancy overhead. Both 

values of these two variables are trade-offs, and need to be designed to fit to the particular 

network. In general, the PER will be minimized if both n and j are maximized. However, 

large n and j will need huge computations. Our suggestion is to choose by the limitation 

according to the node’s abilities of computation and memory. Such that it will work in an 

acceptable workload to improve network performance.

The GE cache, we used for high speed decoding, will take huge memory space if both n and 

j are large. Besides, it seems no way for the GE cache to have a high hit rate with less 

memory. The broken LCs are randomly distributed, we cannot determine which inverse 

matrix is more useful or not. Such that, GE cache cannot work in this situation.

Therefore we plan to design a Hierarchical-CDRE (H-CDRE) to reduce the computation 

complexity in the future. For example, if we divide directly  the packet into 25 sectors. The 

computation complexity  of Gaussian elimination is a degree of (253). However, if we divide 

it by two hierarchies, of which 5 sectors, as Fig.3-10. The computation complexity will 

become a degree of (6!53). Thus, the computation requirement of H-CDRE will be 

downgrade to an acceptable level. Of course, the memory requirement will also downgrade, 

GE cache can be applied to large (n, j) pair via H-CDRE. Besides, we also consider 

applying pipeline to the encoding and decoding process in H-CDRE. Such that, the coding 

speed will be improved further.

Figure 3-10. Hierarchical-CDRE diagram
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4. Simulation

4.1. Environment Setting

We want to compare the delivery rate and throughput of our method with the original. The 

simulation environment parameters are listed in Table 4-1. The setting is mainly based on 

802.11 standard. We only concern single-hop transmission, so we command the sender to 

transmit data forever during the simulation time.

Table 4-1. Simulation environment setting

channel model AWGN

SNR range bad state: 0~5, good state: 5~10

SNR state transition period 10 seconds in average

medium bandwidth 2 Mbps

frame length 2304 bytes (MSDU of 802.11)

simulation time 1000 seconds

Table 4-2. Mode setting for different channel code.

no channel code convolutional code

(n, j) SNR (n, j) SNR

(1, 0) >9.85 (1, 0) >7.35

(16, 1) 9.25~9.85 (16, 1) 6.75~7.35

(16, 2) 8.75~9.25 (16, 2) 6.45~6.75

(16, 4) 8.25~8.75 (16, 4) 6.05~6.45

(16, 8) 7.75~8.25 (16, 8) 5.75~6.05

(16, 16) <7.75 (16, 16) <5.75

4.2. Simulation Result

We first  ran all (n, j) pairs in full SNR range. Then we chose the best mode in each strait 

SNR range. The mode setting we used is shown in Table 4-2. This is optimized for highest 

throughput.

Chapter
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Fig.4-1 shows the SNR history of the whole simulation time. The SNR hopped between bad 

and good states about every  10 secs. According to Fig.3-3, we realized that the original 

scheme would transmit successfully only  when the SNR is higher than 7.5dB. (The 

PERnative approximates to zero when SNR < 7.5dB) Our method is 6.3dB relatively.

Let’s compare the Fig.4-1 with Fig.4-2. At time interval 100~200 sec, the original scheme 

only  had successful transmissions at the time of 150 sec. However, The successful 

transmissions grew almost all the time interval in our method. This simulation result 

verifies the analysis in section 3.3.1. That is, our method certainty reduces the requirement 

of SNR for transmission.

Figure 4-1. SNR history (no channel code)

Figure 4-2. Accumulative number of packets (no channel code)
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The accumulative throughput of this simulation is in Fig.4-3. We can observe the 

throughput of our method is always higher than the original. The transmission became 

stable after about 600 secs.

Fig.4-4 shows that  overhead we used to reduce PER of successful transmissions. Total 

amounts of data transmitted in native scheme is 239 Mbits, and that in our method is 461 

Mbits. In these successful transmissions, the overhead of redundancy is 130 Mbits. That 

means, our method actually transmitted a amount of total 591 Mbits for these successful 

transmissions in order to improve the delivery ratio.

Figure 4-3. Accumulative throughput history (no channel code)

Figure 4-4. Proportion of bandwidth used by redundancy (no channel code)
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Fig.4-5 and Fig.4-6 are the simulation results with convolutional code. The convolutional 

code provides a lower BER under the same signal quality. The requirement of SNR for 

transmission had been reduced by convolutional code. Our method can be still applied to it, 

and reduce the SNR requirement further.

Figure 4-5. SNR history (convolutional code)

Figure 4-6. Accumulative number of packets (convolutional code)
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5. Conclusion

In this thesis, we proposed a flexible coding scheme to reduce the packet error rate. This 

method can be applied to any kind of network, both real-time and best-effort traffic. The 

transmission overhead of a packet in CDRE is almost   times to the original length, and 

the end-to-end delay of CDRE is approximately  times the original delay. Large 

number of splitting sectors will decrease SER, but increase CRC overhead. Large number 

of redundancy brings higher delivery ratio, but more transmission overhead and longer 

delay. These are all trade-offs. It  needs to tune the values of both variables to fit  to different 

services.

As the SNR gets lower, the BER may grow to an unacceptable value. We may choose using 

CDRE to reduce PER in place of directly  reducing BER in some cases. This will provide a 

better transfer rate. In another aspect, with long packet length comes high PER. we can also 

choose large MTU with CDRE in order to increase network performance.
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